
Year 11 GCSE History Mock Exam Revision Plan 
Autumn 2018 

To give you the best possible chance of success in your GCSE history mock exam the 
following revision schedule is suggested: 

Mr Hargreaves’ email address is:  

hargreavesp@rhyddings.co.uk 

Week 
beginning

Content to revise Content to “test”

10th Sept Medicine in Medieval Britain 
(1250-1500)

No content to test- use time to get to 
grips with the exam questions for the 
mock exam.  

(Use the relevant pages in the 
revision guides to help you do this)

17th Sept Medicine in Renaissance Britain 
(1500-1700) 

Medieval medicine

24th Sept Medicine in “Industrial” Britain  
(1700-1900)

Renaissance medicine  
(& any content from previous week 
that isn’t yet ‘secure’)

1st Oct 20th century medicine 
(1900-Present)

“Industrial” medicine  
(& any content from previous 
week(s) that isn’t yet ‘secure’)

8th Oct The Western Front: trenches, battles, 
terrain etc

20th century medicine  
(& any content from previous 
week(s) that isn’t yet ‘secure’)

15th Oct In the trenches: Injuries and illnesses The Western Front 
(& any content from previous 
week(s) that isn’t yet ‘secure’)

22nd Oct Remember that even though this is the “half term” holiday you will STILL 
have to revise- exams start immediately afterwards!

In the trenches: Treatments (inc. 
RAMC & FANY)

Injuries and illnesses 
(& any content from previous 
week(s) that isn’t yet ‘secure’)

29th Oct Mock Exam Week- During this week you should be learning NO new 
material. You should instead just be ensuring that everything you have 
revised is fresh and clear in your memory…



If you have any questions / if you need something clarifying then feel free to email him. 
He will check his email once an evening (about 7pm) and once per day (before 3pm) at 
weekends and will respond to you as soon as possible thereafter. 



Revision materials: 

You have been given revision guides for the following:  
• Medicine in Britain, c.1250-Present 
• The British Sector of the Western Front, 1914-1918: injuries, treatment, and the 

trenches 

They contain the content you need to know, explanations on how to answer each type 
of question and a selection of tasks for you to complete (if you choose to do so!) in order 
to ensure that you have retained the knowledge you have learned.  

If you lose these guides then digital copies will be on the “Rhyddings Revision” pages of 
the school website for you to download.  

Additionally the following resources are recommend to you: 

YouTube: 
• The videos created by Johnathan Hemphill are excellent to watch if you’re 

struggling to understand the content in the revision guides. The web address below 
is for his YouTube Channel. Use the ‘playlists’ button at the top of the mage and find 
the medicine videos- there are 56 of them! 

https://www.youtube.com/user/worcesterjonny 

Website:  
• The History Department at the Thomas Tallis School have put together excellent 

online support for pupils (their own and other schools!). Use the drop down menus 
at the top of the webpage to access the materials they have put together for the 
Medicine in Britain exam paper. 

http://www.historyattallis.weebly.com 

Podcast: 
• “Sawbones” is a slightly humorous, but very interesting and informative, podcast by 

an American husband and wife team who are both doctors. Each podcast lasts 
approximately 30 minutes. There are over 200 podcasts- just select ones that you 
know from the title are connected to the content you have learned.  
The podcasts can be accessed either from your streaming service or via the 
Sawbones website (see below). 

http://www.maximumfun.org/shows/sawbones


